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KPMG Private Enterprise





Whether you’re an entrepreneur, family business or private company, we’re focused on your success







We advise private company entrepreneurs, family businesses and fast growing companies
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Making businesses better


Thriving in today’s dynamic marketplace requires deep insight into the new market fundamentals. And it takes a clear understanding of the rapidly evolving regulatory and tax landscape, investor trends, supply and demand disruptions, increased risks and changing customer expectations.

KPMG Private Enterprise™ advisors understand the trends influencing your business and are hard at work helping you uncover and capture new opportunities in new or constantly evolving markets. We can help you seize opportunities and navigate challenges — no matter the size and stage of your business. We do so by providing the best of our global resources with a local touch and apply our wealth of knowledge, experience, and energy to take your business to the next level – helping you to make the right decisions along the way.












































KPMG Private Enterprise, a 360 Experience


We are always looking at the big picture to understand where you want to take your business so that we can deliver ideas, insights, and actions to help get you there faster. We call this approach the 360 Experience. Our team will work together to compile a comprehensive 360-degree view of your operations so that we can apply our local knowledge and global resources to help make your business even better and gain momentum.

















The evolution of your business








Your business doesn’t stand still – it evolves. All companies have a business cycle—from a startup to a mature company, and each stage presents its own set of opportunities and challenges. KPMG Private Enterprise advisors understand what it takes for you to be successful at each stage of your business, whether you are looking to grow, expand internationally, strengthen, or exit your business. Navigate our services below to learn more about how we can help you and your business.

















































Starting your business





Starting your business





Starting your business





Let experienced advisers put you in the loop – by providing the strength and confidence you need to get off the ground






Let experienced advisers put you in the loop – by providing the strength and confidence you need to get off the ground






Let experienced advisors help with the heavy lifting















































Growing your business





Growing your business





Growing your business





Skilled advisors can help your business achieve sustainable and profitable growth






Skilled advisors can help your business achieve sustainable and profitable growth






Skilled advisors can help your business achieve sustainable and profitable growth















































Strengthening your business





Strengthening your business





Strengthening your business





Drive your business to efficiently outperform in today’s fast-paced economy






Drive your business to efficiently outperform in today’s fast-paced economy






We can help drive your business to efficiently outperform















































Transitioning your business





Transitioning your business





Transitioning your business





Choosing to transition your business can be a difficult decision – don’t sell yourself short






Choosing to transition your business can be a difficult decision – don’t sell yourself short






Choosing to transition your business can be a tough decision – don’t sell yourself short






















Running a family business








From the boardroom to the kitchen table, KPMG family business advisors share practical advice and experienced guidance to help you succeed. We understand that the nature of a family business is inherently different from a non-family business and requires an approach that considers the family component.




















































KPMG Family Office





KPMG Family Office





Customized solutions to help you leverage your wealth and secure your – and your family's – ever-evolving goals






Customized solutions to help you leverage your wealth and secure your ever-evolving goals

















































Family business services





Family business services





Family businesses are unique – our advisors work with you to provide tailored advice with a focus on your family dynamics to help you succeed






Our advisors work with you to provide tailored advice with a focus on your family dynamics






























Thriving in a digital age




































KPMG Finance Plus





KPMG Finance Plus





KPMG Finance Plus





Cloud accounting and bookkeeping solution, with the reliability of a KPMG accountant






Cloud accounting and bookkeeping solution, with the reliability of a KPMG accountant






Cloud accounting and bookkeeping solution, with the reliability of a KPMG accountant















































KPMG One Port





KPMG One Port





KPMG One Port





A secure, one-stop hub for your compliance and assurance engagements.






A secure, one-stop hub for your compliance and assurance engagements.






A secure, one-stop hub for your compliance and assurance engagements















































Cybersecurity services





Cybersecurity services





Cybersecurity services





We provide cybersecurity consulting services to help organizations manage and protect against cyberattacks






We provide cybersecurity consulting services to help organizations manage and protect against cyberattacks






Our cybersecurity consulting services help organizations protect against cyber breaches















































Innovation in Audit





Innovation in Audit





Innovation in Audit





KPMG in Canada is shaping the future of audit by harnessing the power of leading technologies & new ways of working in an accelerating digital world






KPMG in Canada is shaping the future of audit by harnessing the power of leading technologies & new ways of working in an accelerating digital world






Shaping the future of audit by harnessing the power of leading technologies
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Executive leadership programs








KPMG Private Enterprise is proud to be the co-founder of the QuantumShift™, FamilyShift™ and CommunityShift™ leadership programs in collaboration with Ivey Business School and Ivey’s Business Families Centre. We challenge Canada’s most promising entrepreneurs, next generation family members and not-for-profit and charitable sector executives through these programs. And as a KPMG contact, you have exclusive access.


















































QuantumShift™





QuantumShift™





Empowering entrepreneurs. Transforming businesses.






Empowering entrepreneurs. Transforming businesses.















































FamilyShift™





FamilyShift™





Transforming entrepreneurial families






Transforming entrepreneurial families















































CommunityShift™





CommunityShift™





Creating value in not-for-profit organizations






Creating value in not-for-profit organizations






























Insights and resources





























A portrait of Canada's SMBs





A portrait of Canada's SMBs




8 min read




Attitudes, predictions, and strategies among business leaders






Attitudes, predictions, and strategies among business leaders
































































Family business and private wealth





Family business and private wealth





Family business and private wealth





Navigating the unique challenges and opportunities facing successful families and individuals






Navigating the unique challenges and opportunities facing successful families and individuals






Navigating the unique challenges and opportunities facing successful families and individuals















































Who are the guardians of family legacy?





Who are the guardians of family legacy?





Who are the guardians of family legacy?




2 min read




The next generation are passionate and want to play a key role in preserving their family legacy






The next generation are passionate and want to play a key role in preserving their family legacy






The next generation are passionate and want to play a key role in preserving family legacy
























































Global family business tax monitor 2023





Global family business tax monitor 2023





Global family business tax monitor 2023





Branching out, building up, giving back






Branching out, building up, giving back






Branching out, building up, giving back
























































KPMG Private Enterprise Tax on demand





KPMG Private Enterprise Tax on demand





KPMG Private Enterprise Tax on demand





A video series to navigate the complexities of private enterprise tax






A video series to navigate the complexities of private enterprise tax






A video series to navigate the complexities of private enterprise tax
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Gain access to personalized content based on your interests by signing up today
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